MODELING AND SIMULATION OF THE RUN LENGTH OF AN ETHANE FURNACE FOR INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION
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ABSTRACT – In petrochemical industries, steam cracking furnaces are used to process light hydrocarbons like naphtha, ethane, propane and LPG in order to obtain olefins, like ethylene and propylene. Ethane steam cracking furnaces are of fundamental importance to improve the overall yields of an olefins production plant. In this context, a model for an industrial steam cracking furnace application was developed using the equation-oriented dynamic simulator EMSO. In the proposed model, a multi-section plug flow reactor was coupled with cracking kinetics from literature. The simulations results are in good agreement with published and industrial design data. The model also provides detailed information which can be used for optimal run length.

1. INTRODUCTION

Steam cracking furnaces are traditionally used in petrochemical industries to process hydrocarbons ranging from ethane to gas oil in order to obtain olefins, like ethylene and propylene, and aromatics (Towfighi et al., 2002). The steam cracking operation involves heating the hydrocarbon in the presence of steam, the mixture flows in a tubular reactor and heat is transferred from the furnace to the coils by radiation. Ethane steam cracking produces mostly ethylene and this process co-produces coke. This coke is continuously deposited on layers inside the radiant coils and its main consequences are: \textit{i}. increase in the heat transfer resistance of the coil surface, requiring an increase in the heat input to maintain the adequate conditions for steam cracking; \textit{ii}. increase in the pressure drop, which results in a lower ethylene yield (Cai et al., 2002).

Modeling of steam cracking processes has been extensively discussed in the literature, (Sundaram and Froment, 1977, Plehiers et al., 1990, Heynderickx and Froment, 1998 and Sabbe et al., 2011). The study of coke formation mechanisms and its kinetics in steam cracking furnaces also has been explored in details, (Reyniers et al., 1994, Cai et al., 2002, Towfighi et al., 2002). Some studies focused on radiant heat exchange in steam cracking furnaces, (Detemmerman and Froment, 1998, Stefanidis et al., 2006). An extensive review was considered out of the scope of this work.
In the present work, a model for industrial application was developed using the equation-oriented dynamic simulator EMSO (Soares and Secchi, 2003). In the proposed model a multi-section plug flow reactor is coupled with cracking and coke formation kinetics from literature.

2. PROCESS MODELING

2.1. Reaction mechanism and kinetics

In the present work, the reaction mechanism presented by Sundaram and Froment (1977) was used to describe the cracking reactions. The set of reactions considered in this work is as follows:

1. \[ C_2H_6 \stackrel{k_1}{\rightarrow} C_2H_4 + H_2 \]
2. \[ 2C_2H_6 \stackrel{k_2}{\rightarrow} C_3H_8 + CH_4 \]
3. \[ C_3H_6 \stackrel{k_3}{\leftrightarrow} C_2H_2 + CH_4 \]
4. \[ C_2H_2 + C_2H_4 \stackrel{k_4}{\rightarrow} C_4H_6 \]
5. \[ C_2H_6 + C_2H_4 \stackrel{k_5}{\rightarrow} C_3H_6 + CH_4 \]

The corresponding reaction rates can be seen in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( r_1 )</th>
<th>( r_2 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( k_1 \left[ \frac{F_1}{F_t} \left( \frac{P_t}{RT} \right) - \frac{F_2 F_3}{F_t^2 K_{C_c}} \left( \frac{P_t}{RT} \right)^2 \right] )</td>
<td>( k_2 \left[ \frac{F_1}{F_t} \left( \frac{P_t}{RT} \right) \right] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_3 )</td>
<td>( r_4 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_3 \left[ \frac{F_2}{F_t} \left( \frac{P_t}{RT} \right) - \frac{F_7 F_4}{F_t^2 K_{C_c}} \left( \frac{P_t}{RT} \right)^2 \right] )</td>
<td>( k_4 \left[ \frac{F_2 F_2}{F_t^2} \left( \frac{P_t}{RT} \right)^2 \right] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( r_5 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( k_5 \left[ \frac{F_1 F_2}{F_t^2} \left( \frac{P_t}{RT} \right)^2 \right] )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Reactor model

The radiant coils of the furnace can be modeled as a Plug Flow Reactor (PFR). Under this assumption, the set of continuity, momentum and energy equations that must be solved are (Froment et al., 2011):

\[
\frac{dF_j}{dz} = -\frac{\pi d_t^2}{4} \sum_i S_{ij} r_i 
\]

\[
\frac{d\rho}{dz} = \frac{1}{\sum_{j=1}^{N} F_j \rho_{pj}} \left[ U \pi d_t (T_w - T) + \frac{\pi d_t^2}{4} \sum_i r_i (-\Delta H)_i \right] 
\]

\[
-\frac{dp_t}{dz} = \frac{r_{fr}}{d_t} \rho_g u^2 + \frac{\alpha \rho_g u}{dz} 
\]

In this work, the equations (1), (2) and (3) are coupled with the kinetic model and solved using backward finite differences in the EMSO equation-oriented dynamic simulator. The thermodynamic data required by the model (specific volume, enthalpy, etc) were computed by the VRTherm thermodynamic package (VRTech, 2014), a plug-in application for EMSO.

2.3. Radiant box model

Two approaches were applied to calculate the heat flux from the radiant box of the furnace to the reactor. In the first one, the Dittus-Boelter equation (Van Geem et al., 2004), was applied to calculate the internal heat-transfer coefficient. Furthermore, we assumed that the difference between the external tube metal temperature (TMT) and the process gas temperature was a constant value for the whole reactor length. By this method the coke formation is ignored. The second approach (to be implemented) is to couple the results of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model for the heat distribution within the furnace with the EMSO model; this approach will provide not only estimates for the reactor run length, but also more details about the process, such as the eventual existence of hot spots and local differences in the rate of coke formation.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Simulations of an industrial ethane cracking furnace were reported in details by Plehiers et al. (1990). Comparisons with these results were carried out, in order to validate the proposed model. In
both cases the coking rates were not taken into account. In Table 2 the deviation between the simulated results and the data available in the literature is shown. Additionally, the simulation results were compared with the design data of an industrial furnace.

Table 2 – Percent deviations between simulations using literature and industrial design data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deviation</th>
<th>Literature data</th>
<th>Industrial furnace design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Global conversion</td>
<td>2.97%</td>
<td>2.71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylene yield (wt)</td>
<td>-3.75%</td>
<td>-1.92%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A higher deviation on ethylene yield was observed when the model developed in this work was compared with the results from the literature, (Plehiers et al., 1990). In comparison with the industrial furnace, design data was considered and there was found a good agreement of global and ethylene conversion with the simulation results.

Figure 2 shows the molar flow rate of ethane as a function of the reactor length for the simulation, when using operation conditions as given by Plehiers et al. (1990). According to our simulation results, the overall ethane conversion was 65.8% against the results of Plehiers et al. (1990) with 63.4%.
Figure 2 – Ethane molar fraction as function of the reactor length.

When compared with the results obtained by Plehiers et al. (1990), the pressure drop predictions were underestimated by 22%. The main source of this deviation is probably the friction factor calculation. An even higher deviation was obtained when the industrial furnace design data was simulated.

The predicted coil outlet temperature (COT) for the gas process side was also analyzed. In the beginning of the run length, the COT simulated on EMSO achieved 856°C, 7°C higher than the predicted temperature by Plehiers et al. (1990). Comparing the simulations results with the industrial furnace design data, the difference between the simulated and designed data was lower than 5°C. Figure 3 shows a comparison between the simulated gas temperature profile and the work developed by Plehiers et al. (1990).
A comparison of the profiles in Figure 3 shows that there is a higher deviation in the temperature profile close to the entrance of the simulated reactor. This was probably caused by the applied simplification of a constant value for the difference of temperature between the external coil surface and the process gas temperature along the whole reactor length.

In terms of fired duty, despite the simplification of a constant difference between metal and process gas temperature mentioned above, the first simulations showed good agreement between simulations results and those published by Plehiers et al., (1990) and the industrial furnace design data, with errors of 4,39% and 6,86%, respectively, with respect to the global fired duty.

Deviations observed related to furnace yields are probably due to the application of a simplified reaction mechanism, an underestimated pressure drop, and kinetics and thermodynamics data.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, a steam cracking reactor was modeled by a set of continuity, moment and energy equations, coupled with a kinetic model. The model was implemented and solved using the EMSO equation-oriented dynamic simulator. The heat flux from the furnace to the reactor was calculated using the Dittus-Boelter equation, assuming a constant temperature difference between external tube surface and gas process.
These initial results show good agreement with published and industrial design furnace data. The resulting model provides detailed information which can be used for optimal run length.

We are currently working on a coking rate model and testing different correlations to calculate the friction factor. A CFD model to calculate the radiant heat flux from the furnace to the reactor is also under development. The final objective is to couple the equation-oriented dynamic PFR model with the CFD model results in order to obtain run length predictions with a good accuracy in terms of heat flux, pressure drop, and coke layer thickness in reasonable computer time.

5. NOMENCLATURE

- \( \alpha \): Conversion factor
- \( C_{p,j} \): Heat capacity of \( j \) component, kJ/kmolK
- \( d_t \): Internal diameter of the reactor, m
- \( (\Delta H)_i \): Heat of reaction \( i \), kJ/mol
- \( F_j \): Molar flow rate of \( j \) component, mol/h or kmol/s
- \( F_1, F_{C_2H_6}, F_2, F_{C_3H_6}, F_3, F_{C_3H_8}, F_4, F_{CH_4}, F_5, F_{C_5H_6}, F_6, F_{C_5H_8}, F_7, F_{C_6H_10}, F_8, F_{C_4H_10}, F_9, F_{C_6H_12}, F_{10}, F_c \)
- \( F_r \): Friction factor
- \( F_t \): Total molar flow rate, mol/h or kmol/s
- \( K_c \): Equilibrium constants based on concentration
- \( k_i \): Rate coefficient for \( i \) th reaction, 1/s, L/mol.s
- \( p_t, P_t \): Total pressure, atm or Pa
- \( r_i \): reaction rate for \( i \) th reaction
- \( R \): Ideal gas constant
- \( \rho_g \): Process gas density, kg/m³
- \( s_{ij} \): Stoichiometric coefficient of component \( j \) in \( i \) th reaction
- \( T \): Process gas temperature, K
- \( T_w \): External tube wall temperature, K
- \( u \): Gas process velocity, m/s
- \( z \): Axial reactor coordinate, m
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